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Management summary

Motive
The e-enabled vision document, accredited and acknowledged by the board in 2006, specifies the infrastructure as currently onboard the Boeing 777-300ER aircraft. However, e-enabled operation on two aircraft still requires conventional operations on all other aircraft. This research helps in addressing the question of what elements should be retrofitted on the remainder of the fleet, to reap the benefits of an e-enabled operation by evaluating the following applications:
  ➔ Currently operational applications: e-docs and e-reporting
  ➔ Currently non-operational applications: e-charts, e-weather and e-briefing

Recommendations
Recommendations that follow from this research report, taking into account scope, limitations and assumptions, are as follows:
  ➔ Retrofit the entire existing fleet with a class II EFB hardware system, a graphical printer and a Gatelink unit, and;
    o Retrofit all wide body aircraft with a SATCOM broadband unit
  ➔ Set up the e-enabled project throughout the different business divisions, to be able to justify all e-enabled investments

Main findings
  ➔ The investment for an e-enabled aircraft environment, within the flight operations’ domain, is viable
  ➔ The e-weather application is the most attractive; based on financial and non-financial criteria
  ➔ Process benefits from the e-briefing operation (on the 737) and other process benefits represent a substantial part of all benefits

Motivation
First of all, this research has identified the main values and goals that are important to KLM. Relating them to e-enabled applications and means resulted in a comprehensive framework that identified the main criteria: financial, workload, satisfaction/commitment to work, safety in the air, safety on the ground and errors within processes. Next a thorough investigation of conventional and e-enabled operations of selected applications resulted in:
  ➔ Technological- and organization requirements and associated costs and;
  ➔ Financial and non-financial benefits

Consequences
-Confidential-
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1.0 The research project; an introduction

This introductory chapter provides an overview of this report, a brief introduction to KLM and the problem context. The research objectives and research objects are introduced as well.

1.1 Complete overview of this report

Figure 1 below, provides a complete overview of this research report, indicating what will be addresses and where. Readers who are only interested in specific parts of this report can address this figure to find the chapter that addresses their interest.

Figure 1: complete overview of this report, indicating relations between research questions and sections
1.2 **KLM: a brief introduction**

KLM, established October 7th 1919, today is the oldest and one of the most renowned international airlines in the world. Starting her operations on the route Amsterdam-London (1920), which is still operated today. KLM started its first intercontinental operating route between Amsterdam and Batavia in 1924, her first Atlantic operating route to Curacao in 1934 and its first flight with a jet plane in 1960. The introduction of the first Boeing 747 (1971) marked the beginning of the ‘wide-body’ era.

In the strategic context, the joint-venture with Northwest Airlines (September 1993) and the entry of KLM in the AIR FRANCE-KLM Group (May 2004) are both recognized to be the most significant occurrences.

With a fleet of over 170 airplanes\(^1\), flying both within Europe (EUR) and intercontinental (ICA), KLM was able to lock-in a distinctive position as ‘the reliable airline’, clearly referring to the KLM operations as a transit airline using a so called hub- and spoke system. (Figure 2)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{point-to-point_hub-and-spoke.png}
\caption{graphical interpretation point-to-point and hub-and-spoke systems}
\end{figure}

Whereas in a point-to-point system passengers travel directly from their origin to their destination (assuming airlines operate between the two cities), in a hub- and spoke system passengers from all over the world are transported to relatively few central hubs, where they transfer to a connecting flight.

It is believed that KLM adopted the latter operations, at least partly, because the Dutch market is too small to be viable on its own, KLM maintains Schiphol airport as its central hub.

KLM has divided its business in three main divisions; Passengers business, Cargo business and Engineering & Maintenance business.

This research is performed in commission of the flight operations department, which is part of the passengers’ business division. A complete overview is presented in the annex **Error! Bookmark not defined.**.

---

\(^1\) A complete overview of the entire fleet can be found in the annex on page
1.3 The problem context: the e-enabled aircraft

The industry considers the introduction of the electronic flight bag (EFB\(^3\)) as the predecessor of the e-enabled aircraft. (Joint Aviation Authorities [JAA], 2004) FedEx introduced the earliest version of an electronic flight bag around 1990, using laptops to perform weight & balance calculations and to fill out operational forms. (Jensen, 2006) Literature indicates that there is a movement towards a paperless cockpit, or at least towards a cockpit with less paperwork ever since. (Boeing, 2006) (JAA, 2004)

A parallel development concerns the evolvement of information technology changing the environment of almost every organization. (Laudon & Laudon, 2003) Specifically, within the airline industry significant changes have also materialized because of IT influences; online ticketing, digitalization of back offices, digital in-flight-systems and digitalization of avionics are common in today’s environment. Some airlines are even using IT as a core competence to ensure an organization without any paper, tickets or whatsoever; especially low cost-carriers have contributed to this development.

The next step in this development evolved around 2003, when the airline industry introduced the concept of an e-enabled environment. “e-enabling is the strategic connection and integration of business processes, people, airplanes, information, assets, and knowledge into a single focused business system” (Boeing, 2006) (The e-enabled airline, airplane, flight deck, cabin, 2006) The e-enabled aircraft is only a part of the complete e-enabled environment, enabling more efficient operations, by supplying more accurate data, more quickly, to the people that need it, improved decision-making and enhanced service to passengers. Figure 3 provides a graphical impression. (737 e-Enabling Features – FAQ’s, 2007)

\(^3\) An electronic display system intended primarily for flight deck or cabin use. EFB devices can display a variety of aviation data or perform basic calculations. (JAA, 2004)
Operation of e-enabled applications in an (complete) e-enabled infrastructure, both onboard and on the ground, creates opportunities for airlines to operate under new circumstances to improve operations, offer new services and reap the benefits of more efficient processes.

KLMs’ executive committee has endorsed the concept of the e-enabled aircraft in December 2006. (F-wrd; ‘E-enabled Aircraft’, 2006) The accompanying vision document describes an array of e-enabled applications, reaching from the digitalization of paperwork to enhanced possibilities for predictive maintenance and passenger services.

Fifteen Boeing 777-200ERs were delivered with an EFB class III\(^3\) onboard and in February and March 2008 KLM took delivery of two 777-300ERs, both equipped with a complete e-enabled infrastructure as presented in Figure 4, where the EFB is only one of the elements. Interestingly, the class III EFB systems were installed before the e-enabled vision was put on paper. A complete description of the infrastructure is provided in chapter 3.

Figure 4: Infrastructure e-enabled aircraft

At this moment, the airport moving map and e-docs e-enabled applications are running on the 777-200ERs. The 777-300ERs also operate the e-ATL and e-reporting applications.

Operation of e-enabled applications on sixteen aircraft with an EFB and on two aircraft with a complete infrastructure still requires conventional operations on all other aircraft. Hence, KLM is not yet able to reap the (full) benefits of an e-enabled environment, which constitutes the problem. Explicitly, this research addresses the following problem:

*What elements of the e-enabled infrastructure should be retrofitted\(^4\) on the remainder of the fleet to reap the benefits of an e-enabled operation, considering selected e-enabled applications only?*

\(^3\) The class of an EFB refers to the degree of installed equipment; see chapter 3.

\(^4\) Retrofitting refers to the addition of new technology to older systems (aircraft).
For this research, the e-enabled infrastructure is defined by the infrastructure currently onboard the 777-300ER, as presented in Figure 4 and in accordance with the vision document. (F-fwrd; ‘E-enabled Aircraft’, 2006) The infrastructure is extensively discussed in chapter 4. By focusing on already identified infrastructure the scope is limited; this was done on purpose. However, while the current infrastructure comprises an EFB class III system, this research also addresses the possibility of an EFB class II system, completely in line with a trend where class II EFB systems are capable of ever increasing functionalities. Class I EFB systems are not considered in this report because of the limitation that does not allow usage of class I EFB systems during all phases of flight, prohibiting the use of e-charts for example, a requirement from the flight operations department.

The e-enabled operation for this research is bounded by the infrastructure on the one hand, and by identified e-enabled applications on the other hand. For example, a Gatelink unit implies airline operational communication (AOC) while the aircraft is on the ground. This implies that AOC by other means (e.g. USB-sticks Southwest) are not within the scope, hence not investigated.
Selected applications are discussed in section 1.5; it was decided to make a selection of e-enabled applications that have already been identified and acknowledged in KLM e-enabled vision documentation. Other applications that might exist are not considered.

By evaluating the operation of selected e-enabled applications this research helps addressing the question of what elements of the already identified e-enabled infrastructure should be retrofitted on the remainder of the fleet, to reap the benefits of an e-enabled operation. It should be noted that this research only addresses part of the entire problem, by focusing on selected applications only.

1.4 Research objectives

The following objectives have been identified for this research report:

- Determine the attractiveness of selected e-enabled applications
  - By determining the technological and organizational requirements and associated costs that are required by operations of selected e-enabled applications and;
  - By determining both financial and non-financial benefits that result from the operation of selected e-enabled applications

The attractiveness of selected e-enabled applications is determined by scoring the applications on identified criteria; profitability, employees’ quality of work life and operational performance. The identification and operationalization of criteria is described in section 3.3.

In order to achieve the main objective, the sub-objectives are to be accomplished first. E-enabled applications that are evaluated, the research objects, are defined in the next section. The research framework and the research approach are discussed in chapter 2.
1.5 Research objects

The objects of analysis, the research objects, consist of specific e-enabled applications. It was decided to limit the selection to applications presented in the e-enabled vision document⁵. (F-fwrd; ‘E-enabled Aircraft’, 2006)

![Diagram of e-enabled applications]

**Figure 5: Business opportunities e-enabled**

KLM has divided its operations into three processes, namely, ground, flight and aircraft availability. As this research is performed in support of the flight operations department⁶, business opportunities supporting the processes ground and aircraft availability as well as commercially identified business opportunities are outside the scope of this research.

Five applications have been selected for this research. The e-docs and e-reporting applications, currently operative on the 777-300ERs, are evaluated in the light of expanding operations on the remainder of the fleet. These applications have been selected because of their expected impact on the operations. The e-charts application was chosen because it could easily be combined with the e-docs application as a result of its great similarity. E-briefing and e-weather applications are selected because these applications were envisioned to be of importance, yet no clear ideas exist concerning the operation of the applications, while it is believed that significant benefits are to be expected.

To conclude, the research objectives are realized by means of an investigation of the following research objects:

- Currently operational applications: e-docs and e-reporting
- Currently non-operational applications: e-charts, e-weather and e-briefing

---

⁵ The airport moving map application is missing in this figure.

⁶ The flight operations department falls within the boundaries of the process flight.
2.0 Research foundation

This chapter presents an overview of the entire report. Research questions for the objectives of this report and accompanying research approaches are described. The delineation of KLM’s strategic goals in relation with the e-enabled applications are presented which leads to the evaluation criteria that are used to determine the attractiveness of selected applications. Furthermore a modified version of the STOF model is introduced, which is used to guarantee a complete and consistent manner of analysis.

2.1 Building blocks of this report and their mutual relation

The mutual relationship between the building blocks of this report is graphically presented in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: overview of research framework
(A) The first building block determines the assessment criteria that will be used to evaluate the selected e-enabled applications. Assessment criteria are derived from a framework of goals, sub-goals and means, discussed in section 2.3, the core of the main objective. Weights of selected criteria are also determined within section 2.3.

(B) The second building block is concerned with the e-enabled infrastructure. Infrastructural elements are explained, relevant impacts from legislation on the determination of the required class of EFB are discussed and an overview of costs and current fleet status is presented. The e-enabled onboard infrastructure is to be used by all applications and is therefore of a generic character. All costs associated with these generic elements are presented here and de-coupled from the applications because other applications, not within the scope of this research, will also use the e-enabled infrastructure. These generic cost elements consist of both one-time capital expenditures as well as recurring costs related to these investments.

(C) The third building block regards the analysis of selected e-enabled applications. A structural and comprehensive analysis of both the conventional operations and the e-enabled operations results in an overview of technological and organizational requirements and associated costs on the one side, and an overview of financial and non-financial benefits on the other side. These requirements, costs and benefits are presented for each individual application. Recurring costs and benefits that result from the operation of selected applications are described within this building block, as opposed to the one-time investment expenditures related to the infrastructure that are described in building block B.

(D) The fourth building block provides a detailed overview of costs and benefits of both applications and required infrastructural elements. By means of a rough order NPV calculation for all identified scenarios a selection is made and a detailed analysis based on a marginal costing approach is provided for sensible scenarios. Additional financial insights are presented and a final overall picture of the attractiveness of selected application is presented, taking into account both financial and non-financial benefits. Finally, this building block finishes off by presenting conclusions and recommendations that follow directly from the earlier building blocks.

The remaining sections within this chapter present both research questions and resulting research approaches that have been followed and have let to the accomplishment of the earlier stated objectives.
2.2 The attractiveness of selected e-enabled applications

To determine the attractiveness of selected e-enabled applications, the main objective, an evaluation type of research is required. (Verschuuren & Doorewaard, 2005) Evaluation of research objects is performed by applying a multi criteria decision analysis.

The first important step is to determine the assessment criteria that form the core of the evaluation. Investigating KLMs’ overall strategy and KLMs’ e-enabled vision identifies the criteria, experts’ views are incorporated and relevant literature from vendors and magazines have been consulted as well. By identifying goals, sub-goals, means and their interrelation a comprehensive framework is formed that translates to the main criteria. This framework is described in the next section. It is necessary to operationalize criteria before being able to use them. To build the framework and identify relevant criteria the following guiding central- and sub questions were formulated:

What criteria can be identified for evaluating the selected e-enabled applications (i.e. research objects)?
- What goals can be derived from KLMs’ (e-enabled) vision?
- What goals and means can be derived from views of experts?
- What means can be derived from vendor information?
- What means can be derived from literature research on e-enabled?

How are these goals, means and criteria operationalized?

Answers to these questions result in the first building block of this research report (A). In a later stage of the report the actual attractiveness of applications is determined by scoring the applications on identified criteria, hence the following research questions:

What is the attractiveness of selected e-enabled applications?
- How do the e-enabled applications score on the assessment criteria?
- What are the weights of the different criteria?

Addressing all research questions as stated above yields an overview of the attractiveness of selected applications, the fourth building block (D).

All research questions have been formulated in accordance with the method of (ABP). A graphical representation of the accompanying research framework can be found in the annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined..
The research procedure
The criteria on which the evaluation is founded are identified by investigating KLMs’ (e-enabled) vision and goals. Furthermore, internal views and opinions from experts are obtained through several series of interview sessions. The first series of interviews are characterized by a relatively open style with limited pre-structuring. The second series of interviews are characterized by a more closed style, combining dedicated and pre-structured questions. Therefore more focused on the actual intent of gathering insight of the envisioned relations between the goals and means. After each interview session, the results from the other interviews were discussed building a croscheck in terms of validation. Although open interviews have the tendency to be affected by the so-called anchoring bias, asking several experts on different time periods may overcome this problem. (Verschuuren & Doorewaard, 2005) (Cooper & Schindler, 2006) The annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined. provides a summary overview.

Weights of selected criteria have been determined by asking several business managers and controllers to divide 100 points between the selected criteria. Controllers have been asked because of their direct involvement and experience with new investment decisions.
Actual scoring on selected criteria is based on direct rating, a SMART methodology; section 2.3.3 describes this operation is further detail. (Goodwin & Wright, 1991) However, the identification of both the conventional and e-enabled operations and the resulting differences, the sub-objectives of this report as defined in section 1.4 (Building block 3), are first to be investigated.
Before presenting the research questions of the sub-goals and their accompanying research approach, the next section determines the evaluation criteria based on the relationship between KLM’ strategic goals, sub-goals, means and e-enabled applications.
2.3 Evaluation criteria

The core of every evaluation consists of the evaluation criteria. (Keeney, 1992) The evaluation criteria for this research are determined by identifying both goals and sub-goals of KLM and the e-enabled project. The structure that is created takes the means to achieve these goals into account as well. The goals, sub-goals and means were identified by reviewing internal vision documentation, interviewing KLM experts and by reviewing (suppliers’) literature.

2.3.1 KLM and e-enabled goals

On the highest level the ambition is set to form Europe’s leading airline group, within the framework of operational safety and corporate social responsibility (CSR). Focusing on customers, operational issues and employees should lead to profitable growth.

This publication fails in separating goals and values from means. Furthermore there seems to be a causal ambiguity between identified means. While profitable growth is a goal, operational excellence should be considered a means, for instance to reduce costs. Reducing costs on the other hand should be considered a sub goal of profitable growth, the same goes for increasing revenues. Furthermore, realizing growth should never be considered as a goal, but always as a means to achieve a higher-level goal; gaining market share or increasing revenues for example. The same goes for synergies, usually a means to lower costs. Figure 8 takes these considerations into account and defines a viable airline operation for KLM to be determined by:

- Profitability
- Employees’ quality of work life
- Operational performance (delivered to the customer)
A specific e-enabled vision has been constructed as well, endorsed by the KLM executive committee in 2006 (F-fwrd; ‘E-enabled Aircraft’, 2006):

“Increase flight safety, increase operational integrity, optimize the economy of operations and enhance service to passengers by implementing an e-enabled environment through aircraft and ground based infrastructure and broadband connectivity”

Although this vision complies with the overall KLM vision as well as with the basic operating philosophy (BOP) some means and goals, or values perhaps, are again interrelated and hence not correctly stated in this vision document. Operational integrity is considered as a goal or value, while it should be considered a means to achieve a higher-level goal like safety or performance.

The goals and means identified from the vision documentation and described above are summarized below in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals or values:</th>
<th>Sub-goals:</th>
<th>Abstract means:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profit (able) growth</td>
<td>Reduce costs</td>
<td>Operational excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight safety</td>
<td>Increasing revenue</td>
<td>Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service to passengers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate social responsibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Operational integrity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: goals/values, sub-goals and means derived from KLM- and e-enabled vision documentation

Taking the presented critical remarks into account, an overview of the relationships between the identified goals and sub goals (a value tree) of KLM is presented below by Figure 8.

The overview presented in Figure 8 complies with requirements that can be found in literature concerning ‘value trees’. (Goodwin & Wright, 1991) All relevant values are incorporated, therefore satisfying the completeness requirement. Sub goals on the lowest level can be measured (operationalization) and all sub goals can be measured independently from the other (decomposability). Finally, sub goals are non-redundant and the overview or ‘value trees’ size is kept to a minimum.
2.3.2 KLM and e-enabled means

The primary interview sessions held with approximately 20 experts yielded, already identified, goals and sub-goals; fully aware of goals and sub-goals spread by corporate vision documents. The second round of interview sessions assisted in defining the perceived means by asking structured questions dedicated at the relationship between applications, functionalities and goals. The direct question was asked how a specific application would contribute to identified goals and sub-goals. Furthermore, vendor information contributed to the understanding of applications, functionalities and goals. Expected relations between individual applications, goals and sub-goals are described below.

E-docs and e-charts applications are both anticipated as a trigger to digitalize paperwork and surrounding processes. Reducing paperwork by digitalization yields a reduction of reproduction costs. Less paper onboard and thus less weight onboard, results in reduced fuel usage. Digitalization of both operating manuals and aeronautical charts with the possibility to zoom and pan eliminates the effect of unreadability for pilots. Furthermore a ‘portable’ EFB (class II) allows the display to be held in many positions, similar to paper charts. Eliminating paper charts on the flight deck finally reduces the risk of having to search for paper that has fallen down. (FAA, 2007) Furthermore, digitalization influences both the reliability and update frequency of data, reducing the number of errors made throughout the process, possibly enhancing safety. By changing the accompanying processes on the ground, throughput time and personnel requirements are reduced, directly affecting costs.

E-reporting enables a further digitalization of processes, therefore possibly attributing to a reduction of paperwork and required organizational resources. By enabling a digital data link, time-benefits should be considered as well. Simplifying reporting is anticipated to facilitate KLM to take better corrective actions, by reducing the time between the occurrence of an event and the processing in the back offices. Simplifying the reporting procedures is anticipated to (partly) remove a barrier and therefore result in additional reporting.

E-briefing is also expected to result in a further digitalization of processes, serving as a means to reduce organizational requirements and paperwork. A reduced throughput time might result in a reduced turnaround time, possibly influencing resource planning and capacity. Simplifying the process affects the required time for registration before departure as well, which might have an impact on the aircraft planning and rotation schedules.

E-weather, bringing the functionality of ‘live weather’ into the cockpit is regarded as a means to create additional awareness while flying. This could result in a reduced flight time and less turbulence, therefore possibly improving punctuality, capacity, safety and customer service.

---

7 This research focuses on the operational perspective. The commercial perspective was therefore not investigated during interview sessions.
Although outside the scope of this research the e-ATL application is considered a means for live information about the aircraft condition. This in turn assists in predictive-maintenance analyses reducing the maintenance time while on the ground, therefore yielding substantial cost benefits.

The airport moving map application (AMM) currently operating on all 777 aircraft directly enhances situational awareness on the ground, therefore reducing the risk of runway incursions and improving the safety situation on the ground; this has been brought forward by KLM cockpit crew as well as by the FAA. (FAA, 2006)

Enhanced performance calculations in the cockpit using an electronic performance tool yields substantial benefits by optimizing calculations in terms of ‘derating engines’ and maximizing payload.

Finally, albeit outside the scope of this research, it cannot be stressed enough that commercial applications are foreseen to provide enhanced service offerings to passengers. These offers range from internet-access to the possibility of printing boarding passes of connecting passengers. At this moment these commercial offerings are still regarded a means of differentiation, however in today’s fast moving environment these commercial offerings are rapidly expected to become a prerequisite demanded by customers.

Figure 9 depicts the relationships between the e-enabled applications and resulting means.

Figure 9: overview of relations between applications and means

Combining the goals and sub-goals identified in section 2.3.1 as well as the means identified in this section, section 2.3.2 presents a complete overview of goals, sub-goals, means and e-enabled applications.
2.3.3 Goals, sub-goals, means and applications; a framework

The following framework is constructed relating KLM goals, sub-goals, means and e-enabled applications, identified in previous sections, to each other. As described previously, the three partite between profitability, employees’ quality of work and operational performance is taken into account.

Figure 10: evaluation framework, relating goals, sub-goals, means and e-enabled applications

A larger version of this framework can be found in the annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined..
Operationalization of the framework

Operationalization of the framework is essential to create measurable criteria against which the e-enabled applications are to be evaluated. This operationalization was pursued by investigating relevant literature, but is mainly based on interview sessions with KLM experts. (AEA, 2007)

Yield and costs are measured in euros (€). Variables measuring safety while on the ground are the number of runway incursions and ATC events. These variables were assigned after interview sessions with a flight safety manager. For this research particularly, safety while in the air is measured by the number of turbulences recorded due to weather impacts, as well as by the number of lightning strikes and the number of reported wind shears.

Punctuality can be operationalized by the percentage of on time arrivals, important for network carriers, like KLM, because of the relatively large number of transfer passengers. The financial impact of punctuality is determined by the non-performance costs. Capacity is measured by the number of available seat kilometres (ASKs), an industry wide known measure for capacity. (EASA) To determine the financial impact of capacity yield and costs measurements are applied.

The affect on resource planning is mainly attributed to the number of flight crew (hours) that can be reduced, related to production day tariffs and therefore measured in euros (€). Reduced fuel usage, as a result of weight reduction or time advances, is measured in euros (€). Reduced throughput time of processes is measured in hours or minutes. The impact of FTE requirements is calculated in their monetary equivalent denoted in euros (€). The impact on required squared meters (m²) is determined by the rental and service costs (€). Errors are represented in terms of the actual numbers, when possible translated to a financial impact measured in euros (€).

Within this research, employees’ quality of work life (QWL) is bounded by workload, satisfaction and commitment to work. These factors are also described by relevant literature, but are certainly not exclusive. (Igbaria, Parasuraman & Badawy, 1994) Enhanced cockpit operations are mainly described qualitatively, often lacking the ability to measure them. Reduced errors are related to monetary implications hence measured in euros (€), when possible. Finally, enhanced situation awareness is described qualitatively and related to safety impact accordingly. A complete overview is presented in Table 2; goals are in italic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal or means:</th>
<th>Variables:</th>
<th>Measurement:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>Runway incursions</td>
<td>€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>ATC events on ground</td>
<td>€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety on ground</td>
<td>Turbulences due to weather</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lightning strikes</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reported wind shears</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety in air</td>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#, translated to € using non-performance costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuality</td>
<td>Arrival punctuality</td>
<td>% on time, translated to € through non-connecting passengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td># hrs and €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Available seat kilometres</td>
<td>ASKs, translated to €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flight crew hours * salary</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel usage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Min./hrs, if possible translated to €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput times</td>
<td></td>
<td>€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE/ m² requirements</td>
<td># FTE * salary/ rental and service costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of work</td>
<td></td>
<td>Workload, satisfaction and commitment to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced errors</td>
<td></td>
<td># errors, if possible translated to €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: operationalization of goals and means
### Evaluation criteria

To derive relevant evaluation criteria all goals are considered in terms of their variables and respective measurement scales. Yield, and costs (operationalizing profitability) as well as punctuality are all measured in monetary terms (€) and will be combined into one financial criterion. The financial attractiveness is determined by calculating the net present value, internal rate of return and or payback period combining all relevant costs and benefits into yearly cash flows. These measures are directly related to the discounted cash flow method (DCF), allows for the time-value of money to be incorporated. Literature shows that these measures are indeed the most common and applicable used to evaluate business cases. (Wouters, 2005) Specifically, dealing with investment decisions, which are characterized by time-zero capital expenditures and yearly costs and benefits, literature indicates the required match with the DCF method; because it takes into account the time value of money and allows for time zero capital expenditures, therefore creating an honest comparison of relevant cash flows. Furthermore, KLM controllers have also indicated that these measures are indeed used within KLM.

Employees’ quality of work, operationalized by workload and satisfaction and commitment to work, will be described qualitatively. To determine the attractiveness of selected applications on these criteria, the direct rating method is used; according to the SMART theory to be used for attributes that cannot be represented easily by quantifiable variables. (Goodwin & Wright, 1991) This implies that the benefits of the selected applications are ranked from the most preferred to the least preferred. Based on an interval scale the rankings are then attributed to values between 0 and 100, where the best alternative gets the latter value and the worst alternative the former.

Operational performance is operationalized by punctuality (included within the financial criterion), safety, both on the ground and in the air, and errors within the process. To determine the attractiveness of selected e-enabled applications on the safety and error criteria the direct rating methodology is applied. The financial criterion is therefore not financially translated. An overview of direct rating results on the above criteria is to be found in the annex, on page Error! Bookmark not defined.. Chapters 4-8 present the scores of the respective applications on selected criteria.

Figure 11 below presents an overview of relevant evaluation criteria that are used in this research report.

---

**Figure 11**: overview of evaluation criteria
Having established the evaluation criteria, their operationalization and the scoring methodology, the final step is to determine the weights of the selected criteria. To determine the weights of these criteria, the following questions were asked to four business managers and four controllers:

- When an investment decision must be taken, what are the primary criteria of concern?
  - What are required scores on these criteria, if any?
- Are there any conjunctive criteria? (Criteria that must, no matter what, be satisfied?)
- When you consider the criteria presented in this report, is there anything lacking in terms of decision criteria?
- How would you distribute 100 points over the presented criteria, indicating their relative importance?
  - Within the QWL criterion, how would you distribute the importance of workload versus satisfaction/commitment to work?
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2.4 The STOF framework

To be able to present the findings in a consistent manner, this research embraces the STOF business model as defined by (BOUWMAN, VOS & HAAKER, 2008) albeit modified and specified according to this research’ specifics. The original STOF model as introduced by (BOUWMAN, VOS & HAAKER, 2008) distinguishes four domains; the service domain, the organization domain, the technology domain and the finance domain. The original interpretation presents the model as interactive and mutual dependent in a reciprocal manner; reciprocal relations are further defined in a dynamic ensemble, where no beginning or end is described.

Within the elaboration of the original work it is mentioned that the service domain could be considered a logical starting point. When the service domain is considered as a reference for the other domains, describing the value proposition to ‘the customer’, the STOF framework is actually considered to be a static model instead of dynamic. Requirements defined in the service domain specify the requirements for the technological and operational domains, which in turn determine the impact on the financial domain. When the model is interpreted as such, the dynamic characteristic is changed to a static view, where the mutual dependencies are no longer reciprocal but sequential.

This latter interpretation is used to present a somewhat modified STOF framework where additional literature is consulted to determine the elements (operationalization) of distinct domains. For this research specifically, the value proposition is considered to consist of the selected e-enabled applications while the customer is KLM, more specifically the flight operations department.

The operationalization for the technological domain is provided by a differentiation between initial- and recurring requirements, taking into account acquisition costs, installation costs, maintenance costs, updates, licenses and service level agreements. (Dugan, 2002) (Shin & Jemella, 2002) (Shang, 1996)

Organizational requirements within this research are limited to additional required FTEs, training and responsibilities, in accordance with both the original delineation of the STOF model as well as additional literature.

The financial domain is where costs and revenues (benefits) are determined. Technological requirements, organizational requirements and the operation of selected e-enabled applications directly result in financial impacts. Analogous to theory considering the discounted cash flow evaluation, the financial domain is operationalized by distinguishing between initial investments and recurring -costs and benefits. This distinction allows for an easy financial evaluation by means of a discounted cash flow method, a standard instrument in business case analyses. (Drury, 2004) (Wouters, 2005)

However, not all benefits can be translated into financial impacts. To cope with non-financial benefits an additional dimension, non-financial impacts, was added to the framework in this research report.
Non-financial impacts regard safety aspects, time benefits and employees’ quality of work, analogous to the framework presented in section 2.3.3. Figure 12 below provides a graphical interpretation of the modified and extended STOF model (STONFF).

Table 3 below provides an overview of the operationalization of the amended STOF domains, applicable for this research report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological requirements (initial)</th>
<th>Technological requirements (recurring)</th>
<th>Organizational requirements</th>
<th>Financial impacts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition costs hardware*</td>
<td>Maintenance costs</td>
<td>FTE’s responsibilities</td>
<td>Initial costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition costs software</td>
<td>Updating content (usage)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recurring costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installations costs</td>
<td>Licenses</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recurring benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service level agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The acquisition costs, that are non-recurring by nature, are described separately in chapter 3 where the entire airborne e-enabled infrastructure is described.
2.5 Technological- and organizational requirements

Organizational and technological requirements form the core of the first sub-objective. The requirements have to be quantified by assigning costs when possible. Investigation is based on knowledge acquired from the aircraft data communications department (ADC), the engineering & maintenance department (E&M), vendor information, fleet services, legislation and available literature. The outcome of this investigation results in both the second as well as part of the third research building block (B and C), described in section 2.1 on page 13.

A distinction is made between an explanation of the overall e-enabled infrastructure, including a detailed reasoning of the required class of EFB on the one side (chapter 3), and technological and organizational requirements that result from operations of specific e-enabled applications on the other side (chapters 4-8).

The second building block, the infrastructural scope, is entirely determined by investigating the currently installed infrastructure onboard the Boeing 777-300ER. This serves as a boundary in terms of infrastructure, while also defining operations. The following research questions are formulated to provide this understanding:

What comprises the current e-enabled infrastructure present on the 777-300ER?

- What elements can be identified in the e-enabled infrastructure currently onboard the 777-300ER?
- What functionalities can be identified?
- How do functionalities and elements relate to each other?
- What determines the required class of EFB?
- What elements are currently present onboard the different aircraft?

What are the costs of the e-enabled infrastructural elements?

The third major research building block is an overview of technological- and organizational requirements and their associated costs, which result from the operations of selected e-enabled applications. Infrastructural costs have already been accounted for in chapter 3, therefore only (recurring) costs resulting from the operation are accounted for. These are presented in the respective chapters 4-8. The following research questions have been formulated:

What technological and organizational requirements result from the operations of selected e-enabled applications and what are the associated costs?

- What technological requirements can be identified?
- What organizational requirements can be identified?
- What are the costs of identified organizational requirements?
The research procedure
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the e-enabled infrastructure as defined by KLM, and currently onboard the 777-300ER. Interview sessions with expert from the aircraft data communications department (ADC) as well as interview sessions with experts from the Engineering & Maintenance department (E&M) have led to an understanding of the e-enabled infrastructure. Costs associated with the elements of this infrastructure were acquired through a request of material (ROM), delivered by fleet services.

An overview of infrastructure onboard the current fleet was acquired through the ‘technology watch’, delivered by the E&M department. Relevant legislation, both from the US as from Europe, is consulted to create an overview of distinct EFB classes that perform a central role within the e-enabled infrastructure. Since the e-enabled infrastructure exceeds the level of the individual e-enabled applications, it was decided to present the elucidation and costs associated with the elements of the infrastructure separately in chapter 3.

The infrastructural requirements in terms of hard- and software, for the e-enabled applications, have been identified by dedicated and pre-structured interview sessions with experts from the ADC department. The same interview sessions were held with experts from the E&M department. This was done to ensure verification of the results, creating enhanced validation of data. Organizational requirements were identified on the basis of comparison between the conventional and e-enabled operations per application as is also depicted in Figure 6. These issues are therefore presented for each individual application in their respective chapter (chapters 4-8). The necessary identification of conventional and e-enabled operations is extensively discussed in section 2.6. A summary of the above is provided in the annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined..

All costs associated with the initial acquisition of hardware, infrastructural elements, are presented in chapter 3. Because the infrastructural elements exceed the level of the individual applications it is logical to disclose them separately. All cost aspects will come together again in chapter 9, where a thorough financial analysis is presented.
2.6 Financial and non-financial benefits

The third major building block requires the identification of financial and non-financial benefits that are identified by comparing the conventional operations with the e-enabled operations. The identification of both operations is based on interview sessions with experts from various departments that are somehow related to the operational process. Available flowcharts have been used, when applicable, as a starter. The following guiding central- and sub questions are formulated:

What financial and non-financial benefits can be identified from the operation of e-enabled applications?
- What does the conventional operations entails?
- What does the e-enabled operations entails?
- What are the differences?
- What financial and non-financial benefits can be identified based on the differences of operation?

The research procedure

In order to determine the financial and non-financial benefits that result from the operations of e-enabled applications, it is necessary to understand both the conventional and e-enabled operations. Both operations are identified in terms of process flow charts, creating a clear overview of involved actors (parties), data, and documents, while also providing a sequential impression.

Two distinct kinds of flowcharts are used; to provide a quick overview of the situation at hand a physical goods flowchart is created. Physical goods flowcharts provide an understanding of parties involved, sequence and physical goods that are relevant for each process.

A more detailed overview, also providing insights into the actual activities at hand and (non-physical) information flows is provided by the informational flowcharts. Both types of flowcharts are created according to the schedule and explanation described in literature. (Katsma, 2005)

Understanding operations of both situations is guaranteed by reviewing available documentation, observing the actual real-time process and by conducting interview sessions with relevant parties.

Interviews are characterized by a limited open style, specifically dealing with dedicated and pre-structured questions, therefore focused on the actual intent of gathering insight of the process. After each interview session, the results from the other interviews were discussed building a crosscheck in terms of validation. Process descriptions from currently non-operative applications, e-weather and e-briefing, are based on possible scenarios within the scope of the e-enabled hardware currently onboard the 777-300ER. Interviewees have validated all flowcharts. A summary of the above is presented in Error! Reference source not found..

All costs and benefits concerned with the operation of selected applications have been identified on a relevant costing basis; where only costs and benefits that occur because of the new operations are taken into account. In other words, only costs and benefits that result from a change in operation are taken into account. (Drury, 2004)
Section 2.3.3 already described the methodology concerned with scoring the alternatives on selected criteria. Financials are combined into a single net present value calculation. Non-financial benefits are scored using the direct rating methodology. (Goodwin & Wright, 1991) As explained in section 2.3.3 scores are relative against each other, however because there is no aggregation of scores on financial- and non-financial criteria into an overall score the potential problem of interference on the overall score is avoided.

Chapter 9 combines the financial and non-financial benefits of selected applications together with the financial requirements that result from the installation of the e-enabled infrastructure. By combining both initial and recurring costs and benefits, using the discounted cash flow methodology, a complete and comprehensive overview is provided for (financial) decision-making.

A summary of the resource approach is to be found in the annex, on page Error! Bookmark not defined..
3.0 E-enabled; the infrastructure

This chapter introduces the e-enabled infrastructure as is currently onboard the 777-300ER. The elements are briefly discussed and related to functionalities. One of the key elements of the e-enabled infrastructure, the EFB, is addressed more comprehensively because of restrictive legislation. An overview of accompanying costs is presented and at last an overview of the current fleet in terms of e-enabled infrastructure is presented.

3.1 Infrastructural elements

For this research it is assumed that the ground infrastructure will consist of the Boeing enterprise ground support system (BEGSS) and the data distribution management system (CAT/DDM); both are currently already present. Figure 13 presents an overview of the current e-enabled infrastructure onboard the 777-300ER. This research does only consider the presented infrastructure, more specifically this research only addresses the cockpit part, part of flight operations, not imparting with the cabin (part of in-flight services). These items will be discussed separately, grouped by functionality (737 e-Enabling Features – FAQ’s, 2007) (The e-enabled airline, airplane, flight deck, cabin, 2006):
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Figure 13: e-enabled infrastructure (present on 777-300ER)

Interface functionality

The EFB, consisting of an electronic or processing unit and a display unit, intended primarily for flight deck use, can display a variety of aviation data or perform basic calculations. (JAA, 2004) The EFB is extensively discussed in this chapter because three distinct classes of EFB systems can be distinguished according to legislation. Defined classes of EFB systems determine operation means, therefore making the selection and distinction important and inevitable.

The graphical printer is merely used to print necessary data and requests; also serving as an additional backup in case of a single EFB failure.

The E&M workstation in the cockpit is used to update flight systems and avionics, an interface for the E&M department.
**Communication functionality**

A distinction can be made between outbound and internal communications. Outbound communication is considered all communication directed at ground-based systems, internal communications are concerned with communication onboard to/from various elements of the complete infrastructure.

The aircraft communication addressing and reporting system (ACARS) is a digital data link system using very high frequency (VHF) communication for transmission of small messages between aircraft and ground stations via radio or satellite.

A SATCOM antenna unit, when integrated into a communications system, can provide an off board link for an onboard network. Utilizing satellites, such an antenna provides a link with terrestrial networks wherever an airplane operates. SATCOM is seen as the successor of ACARS.

A terminal wireless LAN unit (TWLU) is a receiver/transmitter unit that communicates with a ground-based network via an (external) aircraft antenna; enabling data transmission between an aircraft-based network and a ground-based airport- or airline-provided network. Utilizing 802.11 protocols implies operation only when the aircraft is on the ground within the coverage area of a ground-based network.

Within the aircraft, communication between different elements of the infrastructure occurs through a cockpit local area network (LAN). The EFBs, the aircraft condition monitoring system (ACMS), the vertical quick access recorder (VQAR), the printer and the network file server (NFS) are connected to each other through this network.

The NFS is a device capable of connecting the various airplane system components and/or user interfaces with an IP network on board an airplane and control them. The NFS serves as a switch connecting cockpit and cabin networks to each other; such functionality is required when cabin and cockpit networks are to be using the same connection (SATCOM). The NFS stores an additional hard-drive as well, therefore serving as an additional storage depository for redundancy issues.

**Data depository functionality**

The ACMS uses the connectivity on board to receive data from several installed sensors and send data to the ground-based information systems.

The VQAR is an optical drive that records aircraft specific data; the drive can be pulled out and replaced.

As mentioned earlier, the NFS stores an additional hard-drive as well, therefore serving as an additional storage depository for redundancy issues.

Table 4 provides an overview of elements and functions within the scope of this research:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function/element:</th>
<th>Data depository:</th>
<th>Communication:</th>
<th>Interface:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACMS</td>
<td>ACARS</td>
<td>EFB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VQAR</td>
<td>SATCOM</td>
<td>Printer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>TWLU</td>
<td>E&amp;M workstation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: summary of elements and functionalities*
3.2 The electronic flight bag (EFB)

This section provides an overview of the main discriminators between distinct types of hardware and software related to the EFB and the relationship between them. Stressed by legislation hardware and software issues should be addressed separately, together forming an integrated system. Interpretations are based on European legislation extended with American legislation. (U.S. Department of Transportation [FAA], 2003) (JAA, 2004)

3.2.1 EFB hardware systems; different classes

Three classes of EFB systems can be differentiated. Class I EFB systems are considered commercially-off-the-shelf-based (COTS) computer systems used for aircraft operations, portable, connecting to aircraft power through a certified power source, not attached to an aircraft mounting device, considered a controlled portable electronic device (PED), normally without aircraft data connectivity except under specific conditions and not requiring an airworthiness approval.

Class II EFB systems are considered COTS computer systems used for aircraft operations, portable, connected to aircraft power through a certified power source, connected to an aircraft mounting device during normal operations, considered a controlled PED, with a limited possibility to connect to avionics and requiring an airworthiness approval. Class III EFB systems are installed equipment requiring an airworthiness approval.

For practical purposes, the following derived specific implications and discriminators are explicitly denoted:

- Class I EFB systems are not allowed for usage during take-off, landing and taxiing. (FAA, 2003) (FAA, 2007)
- Class I data connectivity to other systems is only allowed when completely isolated from the avionics/aircraft systems (e.g. for airline administration control (AAC) purposes), any other type of data connectivity requires an airworthiness approval. (JAA, 2004)
- Class II EFB systems require airworthiness approval, limited to the mounting device, crashworthiness, data connectivity and EFB power connection. Data connectivity should be verified to ensure non-interference and isolation from aircraft systems during transmission and reception. The advisory circular limits non-AAC communication to receiving information from any aircraft system. (FAA, 2003)
- Class III EFB systems may form part of a host platform (network server) supporting other functions such as central maintenance. (JAA, 2004)

This research does only consider class II and class III hardware systems; because the flight operations department has communicated that the device should be available for all phases of flight. Class I hardware systems are therefore not a viable option both from legislation- as well as from a practical viewpoint. Class II systems seem to be used in most retrofit cases, while class III systems are a forward–fit option today, even a standard in the Boeing 787 dreamliner and standard option on the A380. (Annex on page; Error! Bookmark not defined.)
3.2.2 EFB software applications; different types

Legislation has also classified EFB software applications into distinct categories. Where the advisory circular (AC) acknowledges type A, B and C, the temporary guidance leaflet (TGL) denotes type A, type B and non-A/B software applications. (FAA, 2003) (JAA, 2004)

Type A software applications include pre-composed, fixed presentation of data currently presented in paper format. Type A applications may be hosted on any of the hardware classes, require operational approval and do not require airworthiness approval. “Pre-composed information is considered information previously composed into a static composed state (non-interactive). The composed displays have consistent, defined and verifiable content, and formats that are fixed in composition. Applications based on pre-composed information may support “contextual access” like hyperlinks and bookmarks”. (JAA, 2004)

Type B software applications include dynamic, interactive applications that can manipulate data and presentation. Type B applications may be hosted on any of the hardware classes, require operational approval and do not require airworthiness approval. Information presented on the EFB that, via software applications, could be selected and rendered in a number of dynamic ways, is considered interactive information. “This includes variables in the information presented based on data oriented software algorithms, concepts of de-cluttering, and “on-the-fly” composition as opposed to pre-composed information”. (JAA, 2004)

All applications that do not fall into these categories require an airworthiness approval and are denoted as type C or non-A/B software applications. Roughly speaking, applications similar to primary flight displays and applications that replace primary flight displays are classified to belong to this category. Both the TGL as well as the AC provide typical examples of software applications from various types.

Finally it is important to remark that this legislation concerning both software- and hardware types (classes) is continuously developing. An airport moving map application, which is currently allowed to be classified as a type B software application, used to be approved as type C only. This was one of the reasons KLM decided to implement a class III EFB system at the time.
3.2.3 EFB hardware and software; combined systems

Based on the previous elucidation of EFB hard- and software, the following decision aid has been created:

![Decision aid EFB hard- and software](image)

Figure 14: decision aid EFB hard- and software

To start with, the purpose and functionality of the software application should be determined. Both the temporary guidance leaflet of the FAA and the advisory circular of the JAA provide typical examples of all software types. In any case, the findings should be propounded to the regulator. When software applications are not classified as type C, classification against type A and type B should be checked. Neither A nor B still implies a classification as type C.

Both type A and B software applications require an operational approval and are allowed on EFB class I, II and III hardware systems.

Type C applications require a class III hardware system and a full airworthiness approval. (EFB job aid, 2006) Type C applications that have a TSOA functionality classified with a minor failure effect are an exemption. The latter kind is allowed on all class EFB hardware systems with an airworthiness approval. Recent publications denote that the airport moving map application with own ship position falls within this category. The approval to define the airport moving map application with ownship position as a type B software application, by the FAA, marks a trend that can be described by allowing more communication on class II hardware systems, making them a more attractive alternative in terms of functionality compared to a class I hardware system and more attractive in price opposed to a class III hardware system.
3.3 The e-enabled infrastructure; scenarios and costs

This section presents an overview of the different scenarios that have been investigated within this research report. Accompanying costs are presented, taking into account the current situation of the existing fleet. Figure 15 below, presents an overview of the different scenarios that have been investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element/Type:</th>
<th>777</th>
<th>747</th>
<th>737</th>
<th>MD-11</th>
<th>A330</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATCOM broadband</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical printer</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatelink</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFB class III</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFB class II</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
<td>scenario 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
<td>scenario 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
<td>scenario 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
<td>scenario 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
<td>scenario 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
<td>scenario 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: overview of different scenarios

The odd-numbered scenarios contain EFB class II hardware systems, whereas all even-numbered scenarios contain EFB class III hardware systems. The minimum set of elements required for operation consists of an EFB, a printer and a Gatelink unit; reflected by the first two scenarios.

Scenarios 3 and 4 also include a SATCOM broadband unit, albeit on the wide body (non-737) aircraft only.

Scenarios 5 and 6 also include a NFS, again only on the wide body fleet. For this research it is assumed that both the SATCOM broadband unit as well as the NFS are only included on the wide body fleet because the e-weather operation, that requires the SATCOM broadband unit, is expected to be operational on this part of the fleet only; a direct operational cause from the e-weather application. Furthermore, a NFS is considered to be useless without a SATCOM broadband unit, because there is no sensible connection to be routed to the cabin part of the infrastructure. This overview limits itself to the scope of this research.
The different scenarios also take into account the availability of elements on the existing fleet; EFBs are not included in any scenario for the 777, because they are already installed. The “technology watch” has been consulted to provide the information for all aircraft series. (Technology watch, 2008) A total of 108 aircraft are within the scope of this research. Table 5 presents the costs associated with the different scenarios:
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Table 5: costs of different scenarios

These costs are based on the rough order of magnitude, provided by the E&M department (SPL/TQ). (KLM engineering & maintenance, 2006/1) (KLM engineering & maintenance, 2006/2) Although these documents are considered to be the best available information sources, a great deal of uncertainty is still to be applied. According to the ROM itself, a deviation in prices of +/- 50 % should be acknowledged. According to one of the authors of this respective ROM, the great uncertainty is mainly because of the omission of a detailed specification of requirements from KLM, the uncertainty within KLM E&M about required man-hours, downtime and uncertainty related to certification issues. A recommendation addressing this issue is presented in section 9.6. In general, a class III system will require more downtime and additional costs. The ROM omits material costs for a class III EFB on the Airbus A330; it is assumed that these costs are equal to the costs of the EFB class III on a Boeing 737. Furthermore, it is assumed that downtime is kept to a minimum when the installation is planned to take place during conventional aircraft maintenance line-checks. In-line with the original ROM, additional downtime costs are therefore not included.
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Figure 16 displays the relation between the different costs element that sum to the total initial costs, for each scenario.
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Figure 16: relation between cost elements and scenarios

This section has described both the initial (non-recurring) and recurring costs of the generic e-enabled infrastructural elements, the upcoming chapters present the recurring costs and benefits that result directly from the operation of the selected applications; together they form the input of the financial analysis presented in chapter 9 where all costs and benefits are combined.


8.0 E-weather; an evaluation

This chapter presents an analysis of the e-weather application. The STOF framework described in section 2.4 is used to describe the technological and organizational requirements. Financial and non-financial benefits are discussed according to the overview presented in section 2.3.3. A critical remark concerns the limited availability of information and therefore a relatively high number of assumptions. All assumptions are explicitly stated.

8.1 Scope and assumptions

The phase of flight serves as the first criterion to determine the scope. The analysis of the e-weather application of both conventional and e-enabled operations will focus on the cruise phase of flight specifically, also addressed within this report as the ‘en-route’ phase. This phase of flight is defined as after the climb phase and until descend. Figure 17 below depicts a graphical interpretation.

![Figure 17: overview of flight phases](image)

The cruise phase of flight is considered to be a logical focus because of its distinct position in terms of (lacking) available information relative to the other phases of flight. Section 8.2 discusses the conventional operation and describes available information during all phases in more detail. Weather related information that is currently provided before take-off is considered to be within the scope of the e-briefing process (application).

The following assumptions have been made:

- The e-weather application will only affect tactical and operational planning during the cruise phase of flight
- ATIS, METAR and TAFS that are requested while on the ground and in the air are assumed to be remained sending through conventional channels
- Required data is already present to feed the FLTwinds tool
- Data send to the aircraft is assumed to be encrypted and the application is assumed to save all possible data onboard requiring minimum data feeds
- The e-weather application is assumed only to be operational on intercontinental flights because of airspace congestion and ATC restrictions and limitations in Europe
- Benefits stated are based on a partial routes investigation only (because of time issues of KLM experts), therefore the actual benefits are expected to be substantially higher
- The operations control centre is assumed to be superior in terms of solving network (strategic) problems because of its unique setting
8.2 Conventional operations

A summary of the conventional operations is presented in the physical goods flowchart below, Figure 18.

![Physical goods flowchart conventional operations e-weather](image)

**Physical goods flowchart conventional operations e-weather**

Several external parties deliver various weather related information to the dispatch department; from forecasts in data format and satellite and radar images to complete weather charts from meteorologists from Northwest airlines. Terminal aerodrome forecasts (TAFs), meteorological aerodrome reports (METARs), significant weather charts, upper wind and upper-air temperature charts at different flight levels and significant weather information (SIGMETs) are combined for specific routes and are disclosed with the briefing package. These briefing packages are then collected at the cockpit flight support centre, as described in the previous chapter (e-briefing), and taken by the crew to the aircraft. Within the aircraft, aerodrome information can be received through ACARS. TAFs, METARs and ATIS messages; all apply to aerodromes. A complete overview of available weather information is provided in the annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined.

In the en-route phase of flight, the cockpit crew has access to en-route weather information from the ATC and dispatch (upon request). Through ACARS; TAFs, ATIS and METARs can be requested and printed onboard. However, en-route weather is limited to the aircraft’s weather radar.

During the descent phase of the flight, aerodrome information is retrieved through ACARS requesting ATIS messages. Furthermore, during the entire flight, dispatch functions as the single point of contact for all communications to and from the aircraft, this also applies to technical questions and network effects.

Table 6 presents an overview of the different weather information that is provided, indicating their frequency of issue, validity, applicability and delivery.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Issuance</th>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAFs standard</td>
<td>Every 3 hours</td>
<td>9 hours</td>
<td>Aerodrome</td>
<td>All phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFs long term</td>
<td>Every 6 hours</td>
<td>12-24 hours</td>
<td>Aerodrome</td>
<td>All phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METARs</td>
<td>Every 30 minutes</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>Aerodrome</td>
<td>All phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGMETs</td>
<td>When applicable</td>
<td>&lt;=4 hours</td>
<td>Upper-air (FIR)</td>
<td>When applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGWX/prognostic charts</td>
<td>Every 6 hours</td>
<td>6-36 hours</td>
<td>Upper-air</td>
<td>Only within briefing package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper wind and upper-air temperature charts</td>
<td>Every 6 hours</td>
<td>6-36 hours</td>
<td>Upper-air</td>
<td>Only within briefing package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: different types of weather information

To increase understanding of the weather data that is presented during different phases of flight and its usage, it is important to comprehend the relation between planning at different levels and in different flight phases. Figure 19 presents an overview.

![Flowchart of e-weather process](image)

Figure 19: overview of flight phases and planning

Strategic planning is concerned with the collection of relevant information to create the briefing package, including the flight plan and takes place before the actual flight. The LIDO flight system automatically generates certain alternative flight plans, also based on available weather information. Apart from LIDO the dispatcher also uses other sources that provide weather information and charts, like Northwest, to calculate the optimal flight route.

Tactical planning is concerned with all planning activities that take place aboard the aircraft with a forward time window of more than 60 minutes. By definition, tactical planning first occurs during the pre-flight, take-off and climb phases. During these phases, tactical planning is mostly concerned with the planning of take-off performance and emergency procedures during take-off and climb. During the en-route phase, tactical planning is mostly concerned with weather forecasts, route-planning and alternates (airports) up-front with a time window of more than 60 minutes. Just before descend; tactical planning is concerned with arrival planning and routing, emergency procedures during approach and landing and arrival handling.

Operational planning is concerned with all activities that take place within the 60 minutes timeframe. Apart from communications with air traffic controllers, operational planning consists of ‘direct weather avoidance’ or ‘circumnavigating weather’ using the onboard weather radar.

During the entire flight, dispatch follows the flight using the FLTwinds tool; functioning as the single point of contact. Bad weather conditions at destination airports for example may be noticed in advance, but flight disturbances of any kind are also addressed through dispatch within the operations control centre. The next page presents the detailed informational flowchart of the e-weather process, the textual details can be found in the annex, on page Error! Bookmark not defined..
Figure 20: E-weather informational flowchart; conventional operations
8.3 E-enabled operations

Within the e-enabled operation, analogous to the conventional operation, the dispatch department creates the complete briefing packages, including flight plans and weather-information and charts. Using the DDM system as well as the BEGSS a Gatelink connection transmits the briefing package to the EFB in the cockpit, as described in the previous chapter (e-briefing).

Within the aircraft, aerodrome information can be retrieved through ACARS. The TAFs, METARs and ATIS messages all apply to aerodromes.

In the en-route phase of flight, the cockpit crew has access to en-route weather information from the ATC and dispatch (upon request). Through ACARS; TAFs, ATIS and METARs can be requested and printed onboard. En-route weather information is available through the aircraft’s weather radar.

During the descent phase of the flight, aerodrome information is retrieved through ACARS requesting ATIS messages.

However, within the e-enabled operation a weather server would be installed within the ground-based infrastructure. Connecting this weather server with the ACMS database, the DDM system and the BEGSS creates the possibility for graphical upper-air en-route weather information to be transmitted through the SATCOM broadband connection to the aircraft. This e-weather application would be available during all phases of flight. Furthermore, during the entire flight, dispatch functions as the single point of contact for all communications to and from the aircraft, this also applies to technical questions and network effects. For this research it is assumed that the operational control centre remains superior in handling on a network (strategic) level.
The following questions have been asked to approximately 20-25 pilots to create additional understanding of the relation between pilots and dispatchers as well as to grasp the image of what pilots would like to have onboard to increase efficiency in terms of circumnavigating weather:

- **What would you like to have/see onboard to be able to increase efficiency in terms of avoiding adverse weather?**
  - Why?
- **What would be the effect on your decision-making when you would have these means available?**
  - Would you be able to make your decision earlier?
    - When do you expect to be able to make this decision?
- **When do you contact dispatch?**
  - When do you contact dispatch for weather related issues?
- **When does the dispatcher contact you?**
  - How often do you get contacted pro-actively relating to weather issues?
    - Does this concern weather circumnavigation en-route?

In order to be able to increase efficiency in terms of weather circumnavigation the pilots have indicated that a graphical impression of en-route weather (further) along the route would be very helpful. This graphical impression would preferably provide insights into the development of the weather, for example by providing regular updates of weather on the same location so that a trend could be recognized. An example can be found in the annex, on page **Error! Bookmark not defined.**. This would help to create a strategic (tactical planning) picture, hence the decision to divert or not would be made earlier. Tactical planning would take place continuously and therefore a decision would be made as soon as possible, ranging from three to one hours in advance. For this research it is assumed that this decision would be made --- hours in advance. Furthermore it is assumed that an updated graphical impression will be sent every 10 minutes. The size of this update is estimated to be 150 kb, based on a comparison of graphical images from the FLT winds tool.

Dispatch is contacted only in case of technical problems or other situations when feedback from specialists is required. When weather expectations have been poor, pilots do sometimes contact dispatch to ask them for an update. Although dispatchers are expected to proactively contact cockpit crew, pilots have indicated that they are only contacted in case of severe weather conditions at the destination airport. In this case dispatchers provide an advice for an alternate destination as well. Pro-active rerouting related to circumnavigation of adverse weather conditions does not happen a lot, if at all, according to the interviewees. Dispatchers do agree on this statement but indicate that this is merely because of time restrictions. This lack of time for active flight monitoring and rerouting results from the time required to work on the flight plan and briefing packages. The next page presents the detailed informational flowchart, a detailed textual explanation of e-enabled operations can be found in the annex, completing chapter 8.
Figure 22: E-weather informational flowchart; e-enabled operations
8.4 Operational differences

The major differences between the conventional and e-enabled operations considering the e-weather application result from an additional channel that can be used to provide weather related information. By sending the cockpit crew graphical weather updates with regard to their specific route with a frequency of 10 minutes, the cockpit crew will be able to get a better picture of what is happening upfront, earlier in time. This graphical picture would be similar to the nexrad, FLTwinds and weather radar views. Furthermore a graphical interpretation stimulates active tactical and operational planning with respect to circumnavigation of weather.

Another major impact with respect to the future operations of the operations control centre implies the role of dispatchers. Whereas in the conventional operations dispatchers are expected to ‘fly’ a couple of hours in front of the aircraft, this part of the job would possibly not be necessary anymore when all aircraft are equipped with the EFB and the e-weather application. This would shift the flight following tasks, as far as weather is concerned, from the ground crew to the cockpit crew that is directly influenced and in control of operations.

However, as described in the previous sections, the unique setting of the operations control centre enables the KLM to quickly and adequately react to problems at hand that could affect the network. While cockpit crew should have full insights in their operation, the operations control centre has the ability to oversee the entire network, and based upon the input from all relevant parties make an informed decision that is best for the network as a whole. The impact on the operations control centre is beyond the scope of this report. When calculating costs and benefits some assumptions will be made and stated explicitly.

Regarding efficiency of operations, it is important for the e-weather application to be designed in a smart way so that operational costs in terms of data usage could be minimised, this would result in an application that works with different data layers. Basic layers, data concerning the map of the world (geographical data) should be stored on the EFB so that all data concerning the graphical representation of the world would not need to be sent through the infrastructure. This implies that only additional layers that represent the actual weather situation, relevant for a particular route, in terms of position, type and intensity of weather should be sent through the SATCOM broadband connection.
8.5 **Technological- and organizational requirements**

This section describes the technological- as well as the organizational requirements that result from the operation of the e-weather application as described in the previous sections. Requirements are described by means of already identified categories in section 2.4.

Based on a quick scan, interface functionality, a weather server, e-weather software application as well as high-bandwidth communication functionality is required for e-weather operations. Accompanying software and licenses are foreseen as requirements as well. To verify these requirements interview sessions with the ADC department and a senior development engineer were held, asking the following questions:

- What are the minimum hardware requirements to be able to run the e-weather application, excluding hardware that might be necessary for other applications?
- What are the minimum software requirements, excluding software that might be necessary for other applications?
- What other requirements exist for operating the e-weather application, excluding requirements for other applications?

By asking the same questions to the engineering & maintenance department (E&M) the answers were validated. Requirements are discussed according to the scheme introduced in section 2.4.

**Initial technological requirements**

Interface functionality requires two EFB systems on every aircraft. The nature of the e-weather application concerns avoiding adverse weather. When refresh rate and accuracy are not comparable to conventional cockpit equipment (PFD), this kind of application would classify as a type B software application. (FAA, 2003) (JAA, 2004) Hence, this application would be allowed on class I, II and III EFB hardware systems; with operational approval.

To be able to receive the graphical weather information, a weather server should be installed within the ground-based infrastructure. After consulting a senior development engineer, initial costs are estimated at € 250,000. It is assumed that all input that is currently provided to the FLTwinds tool will also be linked to the weather server.

Furthermore, the weather server should be linked to the ACMS database so that route- and location specific weather information can be send to the aircraft.

Bandwidth requirements dictate a necessary SATCOM broadband connection, therefore implying a SATCOM unit to be onboard the aircraft. Connectivity on the ground by means of a GateLink unit is necessary to send the briefing packages.

A printer is assumed to be required for operational ease and backup in case of a single EFB failure. Installation of hardware systems requires man-hours by the E&M department. (KLM engineering & maintenance, 2006/1) (KLM engineering & maintenance, 2006/2)
Recurring technological requirements
Required software consists of an e-weather application both onboard the aircraft as well as an e-weather application on the weather server. The former should be able to interpret weather data sent to the aircraft and build-up a graphical representation, the latter should be able to select specific regions of interest for a specific flight and upload route-specific weather data to an aircraft. For both applications accompanying costs are assumed to be equal to the costs of the e-docs application currently operational on the 777 series. Furthermore, as indicated by the physical goods flowchart, the usage of the DDM system is required to control the distribution process. Costs are extrapolated from the DDM costs currently applicable for the 777 series. (Jeppesen contract; KLM-07981, supplement) To determine the user-costs that result from the operation with the SATCOM broadband connection the costs per megabyte are multiplied by the size and frequency of estimated data usage for weather uploads and the number of flights within the scope of this research (see next section also). (Aircraft Data Communication Matrix, revision data: 18-jun-07) It is assumed that a weather update will be sent every 10 minutes. The size of an update is estimated to be equal to 150 kb. For a further explanation, the annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined. should be referenced. For this research only selected routes are used for calculation, these are described in section 8.6.1. Average block hours per flight are estimated to be equal to --- hrs outbound and --- hrs inbound. (Performance Analysis Tool OP207-OP108) Furthermore, the E&M department has indicated by means of a ROM estimation to require additional recurring costs in order to cover the maintenance actions and spare-parts that result form operation; already discussed in chapter 3.

Organizational requirements
Training for the e-weather application will probably be necessary, although in limited form. Training would therefore occur during the regular type-recurring trainings that cockpit crew is already required to fulfill every 6 months.

The e-enabled operation as presented by means of a physical and informational flowchart foresees that the dispatching department remains the party that will be in charge of creating and sending the flight plans.

To be conservative, ---% of the additional FTE requirement at the ADC department will be attributed to the e-weather operation. Furthermore, 40 hours of additional work is expected to be necessary from the compliancy department (SPL/OG). Input cost-elements have been verified with the controlling department. The table below provides an overview of initial and recurring costs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial costs category:</th>
<th>Specifies:</th>
<th>Recurring costs category:</th>
<th>Specifies:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technological requirements:</td>
<td>EFB class II/ III</td>
<td>Technological requirements:</td>
<td>E-weather browser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GateLink unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SATCOM broadband</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weather server</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational requirements:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational req:</td>
<td>Administration costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: overview of initial and recurring costs e-weather

Scenarios 3 and 4 would suffice; recurring costs and benefits are discussed next.
8.6 **Financial and non-financial benefits**

As described and indicated by the flowcharts in this chapter, the e-weather application will mainly impact tactical and operational planning in the cockpit. Organizational structure issues may be influenced in the future (operations control centre), these impacts are without the scope of this research and therefore not addressed. Figure 23 below, presents an overview of financial and non-financial benefits of the e-weather application; all relations are described individually.

![Figure 23: benefits of the e-weather application](image-url)
8.6.1 Financial benefits

Capacity and resource planning (Yield)
The operation of the e-weather application will not have any impact on the turnaround time. As will become clear later, the e-weather operation does affect the flight time; but this does not translate to increased capacity.
For Intercontinental flights, chapter 7 described an improved resource planning as the outcome of a reduction in the corrected flight duty time (GVDIG) resulting in a classification into a lower bracket according to the collective labor agreement. The time-advances that may result from the e-weather operation will result in a shorter flight time, therefore affecting both the cumulative flight hours’ criterion (CVLIG) as well as the corrected flight duty time criterion. The time advances that result from the operation of the e-weather application aren’t sufficient to lower the applicable bracket on either criterion. The annex completing chapter 8 (e-weather) provides an overview of critical flights and applicable brackets. The analysis shows that no advances in terms of resource planning can be attributed. As described previously, European flights are not within the scope of this research because it is assumed that en-route weather circumnavigation plays a minor role only with European flights. Furthermore, since the European airspace is much more congested and controlled by ATC, route-diversions are extremely difficult to obtain acceptance for.

Fuel usage (Costs)
The flight time will be influenced by the operation of the e-weather application. To determine the time-benefit that results from more efficient weather avoidance, the following questions were asked to approximately 20-25 route-inspectors, engineering pilots and regular pilots:

- During the en-route phase of flight, what determines when adverse weather is avoided and circumnavigated?
- When do you decide to circumnavigate adverse weather?
  - Why then?
- Looking back over the last three months, how often have you circumnavigated weather on your flights?
  - How many miles (Nm) have you circumnavigated weather?

During the en-route phase of flight the onboard weather radar is the major source of weather data. Although the range of weather radars differs for different aircraft types, it seems to be common that a ‘true picture’ would be about --- Nm in front of the weather cell, which translates to approximately --- minutes before the cell at an airspeed of 900 KM/Hr.
About --- Nm in front of the weather cell it is clear for the crew whether or not it is required to avoid the weather cell and in what way (e.g. left or right alongside). Of course, ATC controllers will provide additional information when asked and dispatch is expected to actively monitor flights and contact cockpit crew when significant weather is expected. Weather charts that are provided before departure within the briefing package provide a forecast, however the only source of ‘live’ weather data is the onboard weather radar.
Although neither pilots nor back offices report direct weather avoidance and circumnavigation, the pilots have indicated that circumnavigating weather is very common. Interviewing pilots was the only viable way to estimate circumnavigation. Certain routes are affected by adverse weather very commonly while other routes will not be affected by adverse weather that often. The destinations along the equator, the Bay of Bengal and northern America are commonly affected by adverse weather. In general, almost every flight, no matter what route, will encounter adverse weather; the question is how much diversion is required.

For this research the following destinations have been chosen accordingly: Accra (ACC), Almaty (ALA), Bangkok (BKK), Cape Town (CPT), Hong Kong (HKG), Hyderabad (HYD), Houston (IAH), New York (JFK), Johannesburg (JNB), Kuala Lumpur (KUL), Lima (LIM), Mexico (MEX), Manila (MNL), Singapore (SIN) and Vancouver (YVR). The following table provides a summary resulting from asking the previously stated questions (triangle legs refer to the figure below):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triangle</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(scenario):</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: diversion distances and likelihood

Figure 24 below, presents an overview of both the distances of diversion and their likelihood of occurring.

The right part of Figure 24 explains how diversion (avoidance) is measured. ‘B’ should be considered the actual weather cell, ‘C’ denotes the decision point in conventional operations, ‘D’ denotes the decision point in the e-enabled operation. The line AB measures the actual diversion, corresponding to the numbers presented in the left part of the figure. Using Pythagoras the benefit in terms of distance (Nm) is calculated by computing the difference between routes ‘CAE’ (conventional) and ‘DAE’ (e-enabled). Dividing the expected value of the differences by the average speed of an aircraft in cruise phase (8 Nm/min.) a time-benefit of approximately 1 minute was calculated.
By special request, the direct operating costs of different aircraft types have been provided by a headquarters’ controller (AMS/BG). Multiplying the numbers of flights on these routes over the time period 11-06-2007 until 16-06-2008 by 1 minute and the direct operating costs per minute provides the savings in terms of direct operating costs.

An additional benefit exists when one of these routes concerns a high-speed flying scenario. Calculating the additional fuel-usage per minute, using a regression methodology, results in fuel savings in kilogram per minute. Since the selected flights are expected to be 1 minute shorter, these fuel benefits can be directly translated to a financial saving by multiplying the fuel costs per kilo. Regression of fuel usage and time as well as the fuel benefits on selected routes can be found in the annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined.. (SPL/OL) (SPL/NR)

**Punctuality (Costs)**

Explained in the previous paragraph, a time advance of 1 minute is expected on selected routes resulting from more efficient operations in terms of circumnavigating weather. When flight schedules are not changed up-front, an increase in terms of arrival punctuality would naturally result. To be able to quantify these benefits in terms of punctuality, the non-performance costs are considered to be the correct measurement variable. (SPL/SQ) (SPL/OC)

Non-performance costs result from a delay or cancellation. In any way, non-performance costs relate to the inability to deliver the customer what was promised, namely a trip according to the itinerary.

For this research, the non-performance costs are defined to result from a missed connection on the hub in Amsterdam. Non-performance costs, for this research, consist of both a direct cash impact (e.g. rebooking and snacks) as well as future value part (repurchase intention) a common KLM standard. (SPL/SQ) Although non-performance costs differ extremely for each person, depending on the booking class, type of customer, destination and onward connection, an (very unreliable) average was provided to be able to compute possible benefits.

By special request and in close cooperating with the author, the operations development department has written a small program to be able to recollect the number of transfer passengers and non-connecting passengers (NOCs) on specified routes. (SPL/SQ) The source-code of this program can be found in the annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined..

First of all, the passengers arriving at the MCT, the minimum connection time defined to be -- minutes, are calculated. By executing the program the number of passengers that would have been non-connected when the flight would have been arrived at the MCT-1 minute was calculated. The connection times are calculated by subtracting the actual arrival times from the scheduled departure times. (CCT = Std-Ata)
Figure 25 presents the non-connecting passengers on the selected routes. The total amount of transfer passengers is also displayed. The difference between the MCT non-connecting passengers and the MCT-1 non-connecting passengers represent the number of passengers that would have been ‘on-time’ when the aircraft had arrived 1 minute earlier. Finally multiplying these MCT-1 non-connecting passengers with the non-performance costs for one passenger, results in the theoretical potential saving.

**Turbulence related (Costs)**
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**Processing costs**
Processing costs, usually consisting of paper (reproduction) costs, communication costs and transfer costs are not applicable in this case. The e-weather application will not replace any other paper flows then the briefing package, which was accounted for already in the e-briefing operation. Hence no other benefits can be attributed to the operation of the e-weather application.

**FTE and m² requirements (Costs)**
As described in sections 8.3 and 8.4 bringing onboard the ability to look ahead a couple of hours, using the e-weather application, partly eliminates the need for a dispatcher to do so. Again, the unique ability of the operations control centre to oversee the entire network, the influences of a single delay within this network and act accordingly should be remained. However, active monitoring of flights might not be necessary, at least not during the en-route phase of flight. Interestingly, pilots have indicated that it almost never happens that a dispatcher contacts them concerning en-route weather avoidance. As explained in section 8.3, rerouting to an alternate destination because of adverse weather surrounding the original destination does happen.
For this research, it is assumed that --% of the time of a dispatcher would normally be attributed to the active flight following. This is founded on observation and informal interviews with some dispatchers. Dispatchers have also indicated that they would like to be more active in flight following, but time does not permit this. Calculating the costs of --% of all FTEs working at dispatch (excluding supervisors), results in the potential (theoretical) saving. The number of dispatchers as well as their average salary has been gathered through the controllers department. (SPL/BM) As the office space is part of a larger building, no benefits in terms of square meters have been attributed.
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Table 9 provides an overview of recurring costs and benefits, while also clearly stating the initial costs accompanied with the e-weather server; recurring costs and benefits are not dependent on the infrastructural scenario chosen.
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Table 9: overview of recurring costs and benefits e-weather application
8.6.2 Non-financial benefits

Workload and satisfaction/commitment to work
The e-weather application will have a significant effect on the pilots’ workload. The availability of an additional information source regarding the tactical and operational planning in the en-route phase asks for a time commitment. Although the workload will be affected all pilots interviewed have shown substantial interest in the possibilities of the application and welcome this increase in workload because it is entirely offset by increased awareness of the situation and less dependence on the dispatchers on the ground.

Pilots have also indicated that they would be very happy with the possibility to increase their scope in terms of tactical planning. Whereas they are limited to the radar in conventional operation, the e-weather application helps them to increase their awareness and act proactively. Pilots have indicated that this will increase their satisfaction during work.

Punctuality
Punctuality will increase because of increased efficiency in terms of adverse weather circumnavigation. All benefits related to the increased punctuality have been translated into financial benefits using the non-performance cost principle and described in the previous section.

Safety; both on the ground and in the air
The operation of the e-weather applications is expected to yield in additional situational awareness, which is expected to yield in enhanced safety while in the air. As described in section 2.3.3 safety while in the air, is operationalized by the number of turbulences due to weather, the number of lightning strikes and the number of reported wind shears. As described in the previous section, the number of turbulence and wind shear incidents is expected to be reduced significantly; if not entirely because of the enhanced situational awareness that is created through the e-weather application. Off course ATC may still prohibit circumnavigation. Lightning strikes will not be affected, because of their dependence on different phases of flight. The number of turbulences as well as the number of wind shears has been provided by the flight safety department and is displayed below:
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Figure 26: Safety in the air (turbulence and wind shear incidents)
Errors within processes
Although a lot of new benefits are expected from the operation of the e-weather application, conventional processes are not improved; at least not in the sense that errors will be reduced or affected by any means. The conventional (e)-weather operation is not considered to be error prone.

Figure 27: E-weather direct rating scores on non-financial benefits

Figure 27 presents the scores of non-financial benefits. Scores are relative and attributed using the direct rating methodology. The annex on page Error! Bookmark not defined. provides additional insights by presenting the scores of selected applications on every non-financial benefit. Again, these scores are relative and represent the summated weighted average score on non-financial criteria. Finally, the overall summated weighted score of e-weather on the non-financial benefits equals 47, which is the maximum score achieved.
8.7 Summary of financial and non-financial benefits

This section explicitly relates the financial and non-financial benefits to the identified criteria.

**Financial benefits**

Processing costs are not affected by the e-weather operations, however the following financial benefits have been identified:

- **Capacity and resource planning** (through process changes)
- **Fuel usage** (through circumnavigation)
- **Punctuality** (through circumnavigation)
- **FTE and m’ requirements** (through digitalization)

These financial benefits accumulate to a yearly recurring saving of: € -----;
Infrastructural scenarios chosen do not affect these benefits, scenario 3 and 4 suffice because a SATCOM broadband installation is required.

**Non-financial benefits**

Non-financial benefits that have been identified are specifically described according to their classification in terms of criteria.

*Workload and satisfaction/commitment to work*

Although the e-weather operation is expected to increase the workload, because additional information that should be used both tactically and operationally becomes available in the cockpit it is very much welcomed by pilots because of the enhanced situational awareness that is created. Furthermore pilots have indicated that they expect a substantial increase in terms of satisfaction because they will become less dependent on dispatchers.

*Punctuality*

Substantial benefits result from the ability to cut the flight time by one-minute, naturally resulting in increased punctuality. Financial benefits consist of both direct operational costs as well as passengers’ non-performance costs.

*Safety; both on the ground and in the air*

By increasing situational awareness while in the air, it is expected to increase safety. Turbulence and wind shear incidents are also expected to be less.

*Errors within processes*

The conventional e-weather operations are not considered to be error-prone. Therefore no benefits in terms of errors can be attributed. New operations result in additional information available affecting the availability and frequency of data, not the quality of data.

Altogether, the summated weighted direct rating scores of e-weather on non-financial benefits equal 47, the highest score of selected applications.
9.0 Overall financial and non-financial analysis

This chapter provides an overall financial analysis, taking into account both infrastructural (non-recurring) costs as well as benefits that result from the operation of specific e-enabled applications (recurring). Several detailed analysis are presented, risks are identified and a complete ranking is presented taking into account non-financial benefits as well. Finally this chapter presents the conclusion and recommendations.

9.1 Net present value (NPV); theoretical justification

As described already in chapter 2, the financial criterion is to be considered the single most important in all cases. Strategic investments, that results from an obligation by law and investments that are necessary to remain capable of offering the customer what was promised (the schedule), are exempt from a financial justification. According to literature, desirable characteristics of a financial evaluation methodology consist of the following (Drury, 2004) (Berry & Jarvis, 1997):

- depend as much as possible on forecasted cash flows
- have a quantifiable acceptance rule to guide investment decisions
- suitable for comparison and ranking of alternatives
- be able to deal with both large and small projects
- be able to deal with different time periods (duration of projects)

Literature has widely accepted the NPV methodology to determine the financial impact of investments; the impact that an alternative course of action will have on the economic value of the organization. (Wouters, 2005) (Drury, 2004)

The NPV methodology takes all of the above-mentioned characteristics into consideration. The NPV method is solely based on forecasted cash flows and yields different values for different projects. The acceptance rule is simple: when the NPV is greater than zero, the project should be accepted; the larger the NPV the higher the ranking of the project. A negative NPV indicates economical value destruction; hence the project should not be undertaken, unless it is required off course. By reducing the time period to the minimum of the economic lives of the projects taken into account, the last issue is resolved.

The NPV methodology is very well suitable, especially for investment decisions that are characterized by a relatively high cash-outflow in the beginning and a more constant inwards cash flow throughout later periods; representing the most common investment-type decisions. (Drury, 2004) (Berry & Jarvis, 1997) Accounting for the time value of money, an overall appreciation of the cash flows comes together in the net present value of an investment.
Alternative measures often used for assessing investments are the internal rate of return (IRR) and the payback period. The former takes the time-value of money into account analogous to the NPV, the latter may or may not take the time value into account.

According to Wouters (2005), the following formula represents the NPV methodology as well as the IRR and payback period:

\[
NPV = \sum_{0}^{h} \frac{\text{cash flow}(t)}{(1 + i)^t}
\]

Where, \( h \) denotes the projects’ lifetime (usually the economic lifetime), \( t \); time period \( t \) and \( i \) the interest rate against which cash flows are discounted. NPV is unknown when \( h \) and \( i \) are given, \( h \) is unknown with \( i \) given and \( NPV = 0 \) (payback), or \( i \) is unknown, and \( h \) is given and \( NPV = 0 \) (internal rate of return). (Wouters, 2005)

The major disadvantage of the NPV methodology is considered to be the dependence on the interest rate chosen. A common practice is to interpret the interest rate as the weighted average cost of capital (WACC), which represents the costs of all financing sources of a company, consisting of equity, debt and other securities. (Drury, 2004) (Brealey & Myers, 2003) However, a different WACC directly results in a different outcome of the investment appraisal. For this research the WACC is considered to be known and will be provided by the flight operations controllers. No additional sensitivity analysis is therefore required.
9.2 **NPV calculations; standard cash flow timings**

The primary analysis of cash flows is considered to be the most generous or positive setting, because of the time span and timing of cash flows chosen. Primary analysis is based on yearly cash flows equal to delta values as presented in the previous sections. Assuming a standard NPV scenario where all cash outflows occur at time 0, year-end cash flows, a discount rate of 9% and a time-span of 10 years yield the following overview of NPV for different hardware scenarios as defined in section 3.3:
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Figure 28: graphical interpretation of rough order NPV (scenarios represent scenarios as identified in chapter 3)

The percentages concern to the sensitivity of hardware prices, both initial and recurring as presented in section 3.3, for example: 120 % NPV calculates the NPV with above mentioned assumptions where initial and recurring hardware prices are 120 % of what was mentioned in the ROM. (KLM engineering & maintenance, 2006/1)

Both scenarios 1 and 3 show a positive NPV in all cases. Presuming that the 100 % estimate is the most likely scenario, it was decided to take the analysis one level deeper and focus on both hardware scenarios 1 and 3, since the other scenarios do not show a positive result. A complete cash flow overview can be found in the annex, on page Error! Bookmark not defined..

For the more detailed investigation of cash flows it was decided to use some additional restrictions and alternative ways of calculating cash flows, these are extensively discussed in the next section.
9.3  **NPV calculations; a marginal costing approach**

This section discusses the marginal costing approach, a thorough analysis of costs and a NPV overview based on the marginal costing approach.

9.3.1  **A marginal costing approach**

Originally, marginal costing is associated with pricing decisions and profitability analysis. The break-even point is the best-known application. However, Drury (2004) states that marginal costing is particularly useful (and correct) when setting prices or when dealing with irregular orders. (e.g. should we accept this offer for a lower than standard price?) Break-even analysis is particularly useful for determining the optimal output level and initial price setting. (Drury, 2004)

However, what is meant here with the marginal costing approach concerns the allocation of costs and benefits on the individual aircraft level; not only providing additional insights, but also ensuring that a more accurate and concise cash flow scheme is created, which after all represents the heart of the NPV calculations. Fortunately, all previous calculations have already taken into account the differences that exist as a result of different aircraft types. Dividing the costs of an aircraft series by the number of aircraft within that series results in the individual aircraft level, both for costs as well as benefits. Both figures below present an overview of costs and benefits on an individual aircraft basis for both hardware scenarios 1 and 3.
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